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We present a transfer-matrix calculation of the spin-wave spectrum of a face-centered-cubic ferromagnet with
a stepped-surface structure. The calculation is based on a Heisenberg Hamiltonian with nearest-neighbor
interaction only. It does not include either anisotropy terms or relaxation. and reconstruction at the surface, It
is found that localized step modes exist in the vicinity of the step edge and that atoms in that neighborhood
are magnetically softer than ordinary surface atoms. Spin-wave spectra and magnetization versus temperature
curves are presented for atoms at various positions.
I. INTRODUCTION
The study of the properties of elementary mag-
netic excitations —spin waves or magnons —in the
neighborhood of surfaces, ' ' discontinuities, de-
fects, ' and impurities' is an active field of solid-
state magnetism. These modes are of interest for
understanding relaxation phenomena' as well as
chemical reactions catalyzed by magnetic sub-
strates. ' In this payer we are interested in de-
termining theoretically the spin-wave modes as-
sociated with stepped surfaces in a ferromagnet,
and we have taken face-centered-cubic nickel as
our prototype.
Steps are properties of crystal surfaces with
high Miller indices, which are known to be a com-
mon occurrence in many solids, notably the group-
IV semiconductors' and most transition and noble
metals. " These steps are of great importance in
determining reaction rates and catalytic proper-
ties of the surface.
Theoretical studies of the spin-wave modes as-
sociated with simple surfaces have the intrinsic
difficulty of most surface studies' '. The surface
discontinuity destroys the crystal periodicity in
one dimension and greatly complicates the problem
of diagonalizing the Hamilionian.
This difficulty is multiplied manifold when the
surface under consideration is of high Miller in-
dices. Recently, however, Bajan and Falicov"
have overcome this difficulty in studying the elec-
tronic structure of siIicon steps. Their method
consists in looking at steps not on surfaces of high
Miller indices, but instead on surfaces of low Mil-
ler indices in which, periodically, strips of atoms
have been removed. In this fashion, instead of ob-
taining terraces which make monotonically des-
cending (or ascending) steps, they obtain terraces
separated by alternating up and down steps. The
extension of this model to the magnetic spin-wave
case is very straightforward, since the tight-bind-
ing approach to the electronic structure is inaone-
to-one correspondence with the Heisenberg Hamil-
tonian which describes ferromagnetism in a sys-
tem of localized spins.
The discussion above also indicates the reason
for the choice of Heisenberg's Hamiltonian in our
calculation. Although it is universally accepted and
considered to be a realistic Hamiltonian for most
solids, including metals, "it must be kept in mind
that itinerant-electron magnetism' may in some
cases yield new and different results. "
In Sec. D we describe our model and method of
calculation. In Sec. III, we present the results and
conclusions.
II. MODEL, FORMULATION, AND CALCULATION
The main idea behind our model is to generate in
the surface of a solid (a face-centered-cubic solid)
steps that repeat periodically but such that, on the
average, the surface is parallel to a low-Miller-
index plane [the (001) plane ln our case]. If these
conditions are satisfied, the three-dimensional
problem to be solved can be factorized into a two-
dimensional periodic part, to be treated in the k.
representation, and a one-dimensional aperiodic
part, which can be treated in the transfer-matrix
approach methodz2, M to the Green's-function form- .
alism. ' ' In addition, since ihe surface runs, on
the average, parallel to a (001) plane, the trans-
fer matrix can be easily obtained —by means of a
simple canonical transformation —from the very
simple transfer function for the (001) surface. "
Our model for the stepped (001) nickel surface
is obtained by removing periodically rows of atoms
parallel to the [010] direction from the (001) sur-
face layer. This is shown in Fig. 1. The steps
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FIG. 1. Model-stepped surface used in the calcula-
tions. The surface unit cell contains 12 atoms in each
plane, except in the surface layer, where five rows
(atoms 8-12) have been removed. The unit cell vectors
t& and t2 are indicated. Open circles indicate atoms in
the terraces (surface layer) and shaded circles atoms in
the second layer.
is the spin operator at site n. The sum over g
corresponds to nearest-neighbor positions. The
introduction of the raising and lowering operators
S'(n) =S„(n)+lS, (n)
leads to the more convenient form
a = -g gz [s.(n) s.(n+~) +s"(n) s-(n+~)].
We work only in the one-magnon approximation
and for that purpose we introduce a complete set
of one-spin-deviation states
~ n), where ~ n) de-
notes a quantum state in which only the spin at the
ion site n deviates by one unit from the perfectly
aligned ferromagnetic state. The matrix elements
of the Hamiltonian in this basis are
&mlaln& =(z, +reps(m+a}jn
thus formed have a depth of one Layer, or half the
cubic lattice yarameter a, as is the case in real
materials. "'"
The bvo-dimensional unit cell describing the
stepped surface is a supercell of the primitive
(001) cell which contains 12 atoms (see Fig. 1). In
the terrace (top) layer, atoms 1 and 7 are sym-
metrically located at the step edges and have a
coordination number of six. Atoms 2-6 have a
coordination number of eight, as any atom in an
ordinary (001) surface. Atoms 8-12 are missing.
In the second layer, atoms 1 and 7 have a coordin-
ation number of 11 (i.e., only one nearest neighbor
is missing), atoms 2-6 have a full coordination
number of 12, equal to that of a bulk atom, atoms
8 and 12 have a coordination number of nine, and
atoms 9, 10, and 11 are once again equivalent to
(001) surface atoms with a coordination number of
eight. All atoms in the third and subsequent lay-
ers are fully coordinated, i.e., have a coordination
number of 12.
The lattice vectors t, and t, corresponding to
the stepped surface are shown also in Fig. 1. In
Fig. 2, we show two Brillouin zones, one corre-
sponding to the rectangular unit cell of Fig. 1, and
the other to the primitive square cell of the (001)
surface. Since the real-space unit cell of the
stepped surface is 12 times larger than the primi-
tive square (001) cell, the corresponding Brillouin
zones are in the inverse ratios. Each k vector in
the small rectangular zone corresponds to 12 k
vectors in the square zone.
The Heisenberg Hamiltonian we use in our cal-
culations is of the nearest-neighbor-only type:
H = —Q.P JS(n) ~ S(n+6),
n
where g is the nearest-neighbor exchange and S(n)
-2ga„„„g[S(m) S(m+~)]'~', (4)
where Eo is the ground-state energy of the ferro-
magnet and S(m) is understood to be the spin quan-
tum number S for the atom in site m, or zero if
that site is empty. The lattice site m is more
properly labeled (l jp, ), where l = 1, 2, 8, . . . denotes
the successive (001) layers (l = 1 corresponds to
the terrace plane at the surface), j gives the unit
cell in each layer,
j = Vgxtg+V, 2tg (5)
(pj i and v, 2 are integers) and lj, = 1, 2, . . . , 12 labels
the atoms in the unit cell of Fig. 1. The two di-
mensional vector R»„denotes the position in each
plane of the pth atom of the j unit cell of the lth
FIG. 2. Brillouin zones for the rectangular unit cell
of Fig. 1 and for the primitive square cell of the perfect
(001) surface. Symmetry points are indicated.
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layer. It should be noted that for l = 1 there are no
atoms for p =8, 9, ... , 12.
The Bloch transformation
Ilk/, & =N '"/exp(tk lt„p)liil &
G(„,»„=TG„„n~2
which, substituted in (15), yields
H„(„+,) TT +(H„„-o)I ) T +H„(„n= 0 .
If the 12xl2 T matrix is known, the first two
equations in (15) yield
(18)
(17)
o,=g(~, 0), oa=g(0, —,'), (10)
where it should be understood that for l =1 all
matrix elements involving p =8, 9, 1Q, 11, and 12
are zero, and where for any l all matrix elements
not given by (8) and (9) are zero. (ii) For l' =l -1,
(l)). I HI (l —1) t)& = -4+S cos(k o,), (11)
&i) I HI (l —1)4 + 1}&= &l() + 1) I HI (l —1}) & *
=-2+Sexp(ik o,), (12)
and (iii) for P =l+1,
&1) IHI(l+1)t '& =&(l+1)) 'IHlil & (13)
Following the standard Zubarev technique, ""
the local density of spin-wave states at each atom
in the crystal is given by
eliminates matrix elements between different k
vectors. With the notation
&l P IH (k) I 1'P '& —= &l kl) I HI l'kP'&, (7)
Eq. (4) reduces to three (12x12) matrices given by
(i) for l =l',
&l)J, IHI 1)),& =2J&z,„, (8)
&lglHI l(g+ 1)&
= (l(t), +1) I HI ll),&*
= -2gS(exp [ik '(o, +o, )]+exp [ik. (o, -o, )]}, (9)
where z» denotes the number of nearest neighbors
of atom p, in layer l,
G~, -[(uI-H, j -H„(o)I-H22-H23T) 'H2, ], (18)
from which the seven nonvanishing local, density of
states D»(o)) can be obtained.
With a similar formulation, we obtain
G2~ = [(oI -H22-H$3 T -H2, (o)I -H») H»]
(19)
from which the twelve D»(o)) are easily derived.
The calcualtion of the transfer matrix g can be
directly carried out by solving (17) using an inter-
action procedure. " An easier and more practical
method is obtained" by noting that, since the trans-
fer matrix is independent of the surface structure
and that the layers are parallel to (001) planes,
there should be a unitary transformation which re-
lates the 12x12 transfer matrix of our formulation
to the 12 transfer functions t(o), k) calculated at the
12$ points of the larger Brillouin zone for the per
feet (001) surface. This same unitary transforma-
tion diagonalizes the 12x12 g„„,matrices in the
bulk. The eigenvalues of these II„„,matrices are,
in units of 2JS, the 12 structure factors calculated
at the 12 k points of the original square Brillouin
zone and which fold down into the same % point of
the smaller rectangular Brillouin zone.
It is therefore of interest to know well the trans-
fer function and density of states of the perfect
(001}surface. If we define the structure factors
s,(k) =2(cos [ k ~ (o ~+oa)]+cos [ k ~ (o, -o 2)]}
(20}
(14)
+Gll ~ +llG11 +12G21 r
+G21 H 21G11++22G21+B23G31 r
vG nl —n (n- 1)G(n- 1)1 +nn Gnl +n (n+1) G(n+1)1 '
(15)
The solution of the infinite system (15) can be
obtained by the transfer matrix technique. "M "
A matrix p, independent of n is defined by
D, „((g) =-s 'imp &/kpI G(o))I l k)).&,
k
whe~e &l kP, I G(&)I l'kg, '& is a matrix element of the
Green's function. If we organize these elements
into a set of (12x12) matrices G», (o),k) labeled by
l, l', k, and & and with roars and columns labeled
by p, , p, ', =1, . .. , 12, the Green's function satis-
fies Dyson's equation:
s2(k) =—2 [cos(k ~ o, ) + cos(k ~ o2)), (21)
WIhere k is defined inside the large square Bril-
louin zone of Fig. 2, the transfer function t(o), k)
is given by
t(o), k) =(12 —s,(k) —o) —([12—s,(k) —(o]'
—[2s,(k)]'Pt')/2s, ( k),
(22)
from which we obtain a Green's function, in energy
units of 2JS
g„(o),k) = ((u +s,(k) —8 —[s,(k)]'
x[a&+s,(k) -12+s,(k) t(&u, k)] '} '. (23)
This function has a oonvanishing imaginary part
for those values. of ~ which make the radicand in





to perform the sum over k indicated in Eg. (14),
the calculation, in principle, should be repeated
for a large number of k points in the two-dimen-
sional rectangular Brillouin zone. We have opted
to sample the small rectangular Brillouin zone by
following the procedure proposed by Cunningham. '~
We performed the calculations at 16 points in the
irreducible one-fourth of the rectangular zone.
These points correspond to 192 points in the ir-
reducible one-eighth of the large square Brillouin
zone, or to 1536 points in total.
FIG. 3. Bulk and surface states along various lines of
the square Brillouin zone of the perfect (001) surface.
The shaded area corresponds to the bulk states. Surface
states are indicated by the thick line.
(22) negative. Therefore, the zeros of the radicand
define the spin-wave band edges
~„,= 12 -s,(k)+2s,(k) (24)
in units of 2JS. For each value of k spin waves
exist for
be - + be+ '
This is shown in Fig. 3 for the symmetry lines
of the squar~ Brillouin zone of Fig. 2. It is seen
that the absolute limits of the excitation energy (in
units of 2J'S) are at 0 and 16. It is wor'th remark-
ing that along the XM line ub, =&b„and the band
degenerates into one of zero width. Also, along
I'M, ~~ =16, which produces a piling up of avail-
able states near & =16 and, as a consequence, a
one-dimensional-like van Hove singularity for the
local density of states in bulk atoms. This bulk
density of states is shown in Fig. 4(a), and it is
identical, except for a change in scale and in ori-
gin, to that arising from electronic states of a
face-centered-cubic lattice in the tight-binding
approximation with only one s-like orbital per atom
and nearest-neighbor-only interactions. " It is
worth pointing out that in this structure, in the
bulk, the top 25% of the band contains 50% of the
states.
In addition to the bulk contribution to the surface
density of states, the expression (23) contains
poles corresponding to states which are localized
in the vicinity of the surface and decay exponen-
tially into the bulk. These states, in our model,
are always at energies lower than the bulk states.
This is evidently due, to the reduced number of
nearest neighbors at the surface (eight instead of
twelve). The surface states, which exist through-
out the band, are shown in Fig. 3.
The calculation described above for the stepped
surface requires the handling of a fairly large
number of 12x12 matrices. In addition, in order
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
&u = E/2 JS, — ' (26)
between ~ =0 and co=16, the range of the bulk
states.
(ii) Bulk [Fig. 4(a)] and bulklike atoms [e.g. , atom
4 in the second layer, Fig. 5(b)] are dominated by
the piling up of states at the top of the distribution,
















FIG. 4. (a) Local density of states for a bulk atom,
integrated over the whole Brillouin zone. (b) Surface
local density of states for a perfect (001) surface.
Our results are shown in Figs. 4-7. In Fig. 4,
in addition to the bulk density of states 4(a), we
show the local surface density of states for the
perfect (001) surface as calculated by the same
sampling procedure used for the stepped surface.
In Figs. 5-7 we show several local densities of
states corresponding to various atoms of the
stepped-surface structure. In all these figures a
small imaginary part has been added to &u (&u-&u
+is) to make the 5-function-like features of the
curves visible.
The curves depicted in Figs. 4-7 have the follow-
ing characteristics:
(i) They all extend in energy,































FIG. 7. Local density of states for atoms in the inner
step of the stepped surface of Fig. l. (a) At atom 10 of
the second layer. (b) At atom 8 of the second layer.
FIG. 5. (a) Local density of states at atom 4 on the
surface (terrace) layer of Fig. 1. (b) Local density of
states at atom 4 of the second layer.
(iii) Surface [Fig. 4(b)] and surfacelike atoms
[e.g. , atom 4 in the top layer, the middle of the
terrace, Fig. 5(a) and atom 10 in the second layer,
the middle of the inside step, Fig. 7(a)] are domi-
nated by a peak at =8 corresponding to the log-
arithmic van Hove singularity of the two-dimen-
sional density of surface states. This is the saddle
point at X of the square Brillouin zone and is
clearly seen in the dispersion curves of Fig. 3.
(iv) The atoms at the step edges [atoms 1 and 7 of
the terrace, Fig. 6(a)] have a spectrum dominated
by localized edge states. These are located in the
neighborhood of ~ =5.
M =MD[1 - (n, q(T) )], (27)
1.0
(v) Atoms at intermediate positions [see, for ex-
ample, Figs. 6(b) and 7(b)] have characteristics
which combine features of the bulk, surface, and
step spectra.
The influence of the local spin-wave spectra on
the local magnetic properties of the structure can
be better understood by looking at the results of


















FIG. 6. (a) Local density of states at the edge atom,
7, on the surface (terrace) layer of Fig. 1. (b) Local







FIG. 8. Low-temperature local magnetization of vari-
ous atoms as a function of temperature. (a) For bulk
atoms. (b) For atom 7 of the second layer (the inner
edge). (c) For atom 8 of the second layer (the side of
the inner step). (d) For a surface atom in a perfect {001)
surface, for atom 4 of the first layer (the middle of the
terrace) and for atom 10 of the second layer {the middle
of the inner step). (e) For the edge atom, atom 7 on the
terrace layer.
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directly related to the magnetization, ' where, for
each atom (l, p) in the structure,
D, p((o) d(o
exp(&u/kT) —1 ' (28)
As seen in Fig. 8, all atoms close to the surface
are "softer" magnetically than bulk atoms. It is
easy to understand that atom 7 in the terrace, the
edge atom, is appreciably softer than all others.
This is due to its low coordination number, which
manifests itself in the spectrum of Fig. 6(a) by the
strong dominance of the &=5 localized mode.
Atoms in the middle of the terrace and in the middle
of the inside step, on the other hand, are prac-
tically indistinguishable from those on a plain (001)
surfd, ce.
The results we have found here show how sensi-
tive is the magnetic structure of a solid surface to
its atomic structure and geometry. We have to
remark that our conclusions are based on a Heis-
enberg Hamiltonian model, with exchange restrict-
ed to nearest neighbors only, and with no inclusion
of any reconstruction, pinning, or magnetic aniso-
tropy. ' ' Our calculation is also restricted to a
well-defined model surface and to a reasonable
sampling of the Brillouin zone. We believe, how-
ever, that we have uncovered some important
points and that we have determined qualitatively
the salient features of the spin-wave spectrum of
stepped magnetic surf aces.
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